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2 Hansen P., Jaumard B., Poggi de Arag~ao M.AbstractConsider a set of logical sentences together with probabilitiesthat they are true. These probabilities must satisfy certain condi-tions for this system to be consistent. It is shown that an analyticalform of these conditions can be obtained by enumerating the ex-treme rays of a polyhedron. We also consider the cases when: (i)intervals of probabilities are given, instead of single values; (ii) bestlower and upper bounds on the probability of an additional logicalsentence to be true are sought. Enumeration of vertices and ex-treme rays is used. Each vertex de�nes a linear expression and themaximum (minimum) of these de�nes a best possible lower (upper)bound on the probability of the additional logical sentence to betrue. Each extreme ray leads to a constraint on the probabilitiesassigned to the initial set of logical sentences. Redundancy in theseexpressions is studied. Illustrations are provided in the domain ofreasoning under uncertainty.Keywords: Linear Programming, Probabilistic Satis�ability, Ver-tex and Ray Enumeration, Analytical Solution.



Boole's conditions of possible experience and reasoning... 31 IntroductionGiven a set of events and their probabilities, these probabilities mustsatisfy some conditions for this system to be consistent, i.e., to corre-spond to some possible experience. For instance, let A and B be twoevents, if prob(A) = p and prob(AB) = q then q � p must hold. In Chap-ter XIX of his book of 1854 An Investigation of The Laws of Thought[1] as well as in several contemporary and subsequent publications [2][3] [4] [5], George Boole considers a general statement of the problemof determining these \conditions of possible experience" and proposesseveral algebraic ways to solve it approximately or exactly. A set ofm logically de�ned events is given together with the probabilities thatthese events occur. As noted by Boole, it is equivalent to consider theprobabilities to be true of propositions, asserting that these events oc-cur. This amounts to describing the events by logical variables and theoperators and, or and not. Boole next expresses each proposition as asum of products, each product involving all logical variables in direct orcomplemented form. Unknown probabilities are then associated to eachof these products. A set of equations is obtained expressing that foreach event, the sum of probabilities of the logical products for which thisevent occurs must be equal to its probability to occur. Elimination inthese equations and in the nonnegativity constraints on the probabilities,of variables corresponding to the probablities of the products yields theconditions of possible experience. Moreover, Boole extends his methodto solve the problem of �nding the best possible lower and upper boundson the probability of an additional event to occur. Boole [1] calls thislast problem the \general problem" in the theory of probabilities.More than a century later, Hailperin [10] [11] analyzes Boole's meth-ods and shows that the procedure described above is equivalent to Fourier[8] elimination, of which Boole was apparently unaware. In addition toclarifying various points about Boole's conceptions (related in particularto the question of independence of events), Hailperin [10] makes two con-tributions. First, Hailperin shows that Boole's general problem can beexpressed as a linear program. This allows numerical solution of particu-



4 Hansen P., Jaumard B., Poggi de Arag~ao M.lar instances (in which the probabilities of the events are speci�ed) by thesimplex method. Further progress in this direction, using column gener-ation techniques to solve large instances has been made by Zemel [17],for a particular reliability problem, and by Georgakopoulos, Kavvadiasand Papadimitriou [9], Kavvadias and Papadimitriou [13] and Jaumard,Hansen and Poggi de Arag~ao [12] in the general case. Second, Hailperinnotes that an analytical expression of the lower and upper bounds ofthe probability of an event to occur can be obtained by enumeration ofthe vertices of the dual of the linear program expressing Boole's generalproblem. To each vertex corresponds a linear expression in the probabil-ities of the events to occur. For given values of these probabilities, thelower (upper) bound is the largest (smallest) value for all such expres-sions. Hailperin's model was rediscovered by Kounias and Marin [14] intheir work on best linear Bonferroni bounds, and by Nilsson [15] in thecontext of arti�cial intelligence, under the name of probabilistic logic.The purpose of the present paper is to complete Hailperin's [10] anal-ysis in the following way: �rst, it is shown that all conditions of possibleexperience can be obtained by enumerating the extreme rays of the poly-hedron considered by Hailperin. It is next shown that there is no redun-dancy both in the linear expressions appearing in the bounds consideredand in the conditions obtained. Analytical solution is then studied foran extension of Boole's model, already suggested by Hailperin [10], inwhich probability intervals for the events to occur are given instead ofsingle values.A procedure is proposed to obtain all irredundant linear expressionsin the lower and upper bounds and irredundant conditions of possibleexperience. In other words, an algorithm is provided for determination ofa complete analytical solution of the probabilistic satis�ability (PSAT)problem. Similar, not necessarily irredundant, expressions are given bya related procedure in the case where probability intervals are consid-ered. A procedure to obtain irredundant expressions in this case toois sketched. Given such a solution, it su�ces, for any set of numericalvalues of the probabilities of the events to occur, to substitute in the con-ditions to �nd whether the system is consistent (satis�able) or not and



Boole's conditions of possible experience and reasoning... 5in the expressions of the bounds to �nd best possible numerical valuesfor them.Finally, the strength of the analytical method is illustrated by au-tomatic generation of complete analytical solutions for several sets oflogical sentences with their probabilities of being true, arising when rea-soning under uncertainty in expert systems.2 Probabilistic Satis�ability and Linear Pro-grammingThe Probabilistic Satis�ability problem (Hailperin [10], Nilsson [15],Georgakopoulos, Kavvadias and Papadimitriou [9]) is de�ned as follows.Let S = fS1; S2; :::; Smg be a set ofm logical sentences de�ned on a set ofn propositional variables X = fx1; x2; :::; xng and let � = f�1; �2; :::; �mgbe a set of probabilities that these sentences are true. Let T = ft1; t2; :::gdenote the set of all possible assignments of the values truth or false to thevariables ofX and p = (p1; p2; :::) denote a probability distribution on T.The question is then: does there exist a probability distribution p whichsatis�es the set of logical sentences together with their probabilities, i.e.,such that for each sentence Si (i = 1; 2; :::; m) the sum of pj 's over alltruth assignments tj which satisfy Si equals �i.Let A be an m:jT j matrix such that aij is equal to 1 if the value assign-ment tj satis�es Si, and equal 0 otherwise. (Note that not all columnsof A are necessarily distinct; the columns of A are called the possibleworlds by Nilsson [15].)The Probabilistic Satis�ability (PSAT) problem may then be stated:Is there a probability distribution p such that the system8><>: 1lt:p = 1A:p = �pj � 0 8 j = 1; :::; jT jhas a solution ?



6 Hansen P., Jaumard B., Poggi de Arag~ao M.We are now interested in necessary and su�cient conditions on theprobability vector � which ensure a positive answer to the probabilis-tic satis�ability problem. The (PSAT) problem can be reformulated asfollows:Consider the linear program:(P ) 8>>><>>>: min 0:p1lt:p = 1A:p = �pj � 0 8 j = 1; :::; jT jIs there a feasible solution for (P) ?The dual of (P ) is:(D) ( max y0 + �:y1l:y0 + Aty � 0and we have:Theorem 1 The Probabilistic Satis�ability problem has a positive an-swer if and only if the inequality (1; �)t:r � 0 holds for all extreme raysr of (D).Proof: From the duality theorem of linear programming, the primal(P) is infeasible if and only if the dual (D) is either infeasible or hasan optimal solution of unbounded value. Since y0 = 0 and y = 0 isalways a feasible solution for the dual (D), this dual (D) must have anoptimal solution of unbounded value if (P) is infeasible. Consider now apolyhedral description C of (D) by its extreme points and extreme rays:C = fx 2 lRn j x = X̀j=1�j :xj + kXj=1�j :rj; X̀j=1�j = 1;�j � 0 j = 1; 2; :::; `;�j � 0 j = 1; 2; :::; kgwhere x1; x2; :::; x` are the extreme points and r1; r2; :::; rk the extremerays of (D). (D) has an optimal solution of unbounded value if and only



Boole's conditions of possible experience and reasoning... 7if there is at least one extreme ray r of (D) such that (1; �)t:r > 0.Consequently, (1; �)t:r � 0 must hold for all extreme rays r of (D) toobtain a positive answer to PSAT and this condition su�ces.Considering an additional logical sentence Sm+1 and seeking the bestpossible lower and upper bounds on its probability to be true leads tothe optimization version of the PSAT problem (called Probabilistic En-tailment by Nilsson [15]; in accordance with complexity theory we referbelow to the Probabilistic Satis�ability problem for both its decision andits optimization versions). The corresponding linear programs have �rstbeen formulated by Hailperin [10] as an expression of Boole's \generalproblem" in the theory of probabilities (\Laws of Thought", p. 304).They can be written as follows:(Pmax) 8>>><>>>: max �m+1 = Am+1:p1lt:p = 1A:p = �pj � 0 8 j = 1; :::; jT j(Pmin) 8>>><>>>: min �m+1 = Am+1:p1lt:p = 1A:p = �pj � 0 8 j = 1; :::; jT jand their respective duals as(Dmin) ( min y0 + �:y1l:y0 + Aty � Atm+1(Dmax) ( max y0 + �:y1l:y0 + Aty � Atm+1where Am+1 = (am+1;j) is the jT j-vector such that (am+1;j) is equal to1 if the value assignment tj satis�es Sm+1, and equal to 0 otherwise.Hailperin [10] shows that the lower and upper bounds on �m+1 aregiven by a piecewise linear function of the probabilities �i for (i =



8 Hansen P., Jaumard B., Poggi de Arag~ao M.1; 2; :::;m) , de�ned by the extreme points of the dual polyhedra (Dmax)and (Dmin), respectively. The following theorem summarizes this result.Theorem 2 (Hailperin [10]) The best lower (upper) bound for �m+1 isgiven by the following convex (concave) piecewise linear function of theprobability assignment:�m+1(�) = maxj=1;2;:::;kmax(1; �)t:yjmax �= minj=1;2;:::;kmin(1; �)t:yjmin�where yjmax (yjmin) for all j represent the kmax (kmin) extreme points of(Dmax) ((Dmin)).Proof: For a �xed probability assignment �, the best bound is the opti-mum of a standard linear program ((Dmin) or (Dmax)). Consequentlyit will arise at one, or in case of dual degeneracy in the �nal tableauat several, of its extreme points. These extreme points are independentof �. Consider now all possible probability assignments �. The valueof y0 + �y at any extreme point yjmin or yjmax is a linear function of �.The best bound is the maximum (minimum) of these linear functions.It is therefore a convex (concave) piecewise linear function of � (e.g.,Nemhauser and Wolsey [16] p. 42).So �nding general expressions for best possible lower and upperbounds on �m+1 reduces to vertex enumeration, on (Dmax) or (Dmin).As seen above, the conditions of possible experience are obtained byenumeration of the extreme rays of (D). These need not to be obtainedseparately as shown in the next theorem.Theorem 3 The extreme rays of (D) coincide with those of (Dmax)and are symmetric to those of (Dmin).Proof: Consider the cones CP and CPmin of directions (�0; �0) � �:(1; �),� > 0, for which (P ) and (Pmin) (i.e., the duals of (D) and (Dmax)) are feasible. As (P ) and (Pmin) di�er only in the objective function,



Boole's conditions of possible experience and reasoning... 9CP and CPmin must be equal. They can be expressed asCP = CPmin = fdjd = jT jXj=1 1aj ! pj ; pj � 0; j = 1, 2,...,jT jg;where aj stands for the jth column of A.Then observe that y0 = 0 and y = 0 is a feasible solution for anyinstance of (D) or (Dmax) (implying that (P ) and (Pmin) have neces-sarily bounded or empty feasible sets). Hence from the duality theorem,(P ) and (Pmin) are infeasible if and only if (D) and (Dmax) have anunbounded objective function value. The direction cones de�ned by theboundedness of the objective of (D) and (Dmax) are:CD : fdjdt:r � 0; r is a extreme ray of PDgand CDmax : fdjdt:r � 0; r is a extreme ray of PDmaxg:Moreover, any direction d in CP de�nes a feasible and bounded solutionset for (P ). By duality, for any such d in CP , (D) has an optimal solutionwith a bounded value, and thus dmust also be in CD. The converse beinganalogous, CP is equal to CD and since CPmin is equal CP , CD is equal toCDmax. Since, by de�nition, there is no redundancy in the set of extremerays of a polyhedron, equality of the polyhedral cones CD and CDmaximplies that the extreme rays of (D) coincide with those of (Dmax).The proof of the second part is analogous. Observe again that y0 = 1and y = 0 is feasible for any instance of (Dmin) and change the directionof the inequalities in the de�nition of the direction cone for which (Dmin)has a bounded optimal value to obtain the symmetric of the extreme raysof (D).Hailperin's result can be extended to characterize also conditions ofpossible experience for (Pmax) and (Pmin):Corollary 1 The Probabilistic Satis�ability problem has a complete an-alytical solution:�m+1 � maxj=1;2;:::;kmax(1; �)t:yjmax (� minj=1;2;:::;kmin(1; �)t:yjmin)



10 Hansen P., Jaumard B., Poggi de Arag~ao M.subject to: (1; �)t:r � 0 for all extreme rays r of (D).It follows from Corollary 1 that the Probabilistic Satis�ability prob-lem reduces to vertex and extreme rays enumeration for polyhedra.Methods for vertex enumeration often rely on search of the adjacencygraph of the given polyhedron (whose vertices and edges correspond tothose of this polyhedron); they can easily be extended in order to enu-merate extreme rays as well. A recent survey and computational com-parison of methods for vertex enumeration is given in Chen, Hansen andJaumard [7].3 Redundancy AnalysisIn this section we study whether there is some redundancy in the an-alytical expressions for the probability bounds and conditions of possibleexperience obtained as discussed in the previous section. We �rst exam-ine whether each extreme point of the polyhedron PDmax of (Dmax) (orsimilarly of PDmin of (Dmin)) corresponds to the optimal solution of(Dmax) for some feasible probability assignment (possible experience).It turns out to be the case.Theorem 4 Consider the description of the polyhedron PDmax of (Dmax),by its extreme points x1; x2; :::; x` and extreme rays r1; r2; :::; rk. Forall xj (j = 1; 2; :::; `) there exists a vector (1; �)t satifying(i) �i 2 [0; 1] for i= 1, 2, ..., m;(ii) (1; �)t:ri � 0; i= 1, 2, ..., kand such that: (1; �)t:xj = maxx2PDmax(1; �)t:xi.e., there is a probability assignment for which xj is optimal.



Boole's conditions of possible experience and reasoning... 11Proof: Condition (ii) expresses that (Dmax) is bounded and thus doesnot eliminate any extreme point of PDmax from the list of potentialoptimal solutions. Proving no linear expression (1; �)t:xj is redundantamounts to show that the direction cone de�ned by condition (ii), i.e.,CD = fd j dt:ri � 0 i = 1; 2; :::; kgis contained in the cone de�ned by condition (i), i.e.,C(i) = fd j d = �:v with v such that v0 = 1 and vj 2 [0; 1] 8 j = 1; 2; :::;m;� � 0g:In other words, one must show that if (Dmax) has a bounded optimalvalue then all components of � belong to [0; 1]. To see this, consider thecone de�ned by the positive combinations of the columns of (Pmin) (thedual of (Dmax)),CP = fd j d = jT jXj=1 1aj ! pj ; pj � 0 j = 1; 2; :::; jT jg;where aj denotes the jth column ofA, and remark that (Pmin) is feasibleif and only if its right-hand-side belongs to CP . Recall that by theorem2, CP and CD are equal. Consider the following representation of coneC(i) by generating directions:CG : fd j d = mXj=0�j :ej ;�j � �0; �j � 0 j = 1; 2; :::;m and �0 > 0g;where ej is the unit vector with a one for (j+1)th component and zeroselsewhere. Then, it is easy to verify that any generating direction of thecone CP can be obtained as a positive combination of the generatingdirections of CG. The result follows.Proving non-redundancy of the constraints generated by the extremerays is straightfoward. First, recall that an extreme ray cannot be ex-pressed as a linear combination of the other ones. Therefore it de�nes afacet of the feasibility cone. Second, as shown above, the cone CD de-scribed by the extreme rays is contained in or equal to the cone de�ned



12 Hansen P., Jaumard B., Poggi de Arag~ao M.by the component constraints C(i). Therefore no facet of the polyhedralcone CD, de�ned by an extreme ray of PD , is redundant, i.e., is strictlyoutside C(i).4 Interval Probabilistic Satis�abilityHailperin [10] proposes an extension of probabilistic satis�ability inwhich probability intervals [�infi ; �supi ] are assigned to the logical sen-tences instead of the single probability value �i for i = 1; 2; :::;m. Themodel so obtained is often more realistic in applications of reasoningunder uncertainty than the previous one. Hailperin [10] shows that theFourier elimination and linear programming methods can be readily ex-tended to obtain analytical and numerical best possible bounds. Thesame is true for column generation techniques as shown in Jaumard,Hansen and Poggi de Arag~ao [12]. Nilsson [15] also briey discusses theuse of probability intervals in probabilistic satis�ability. He suggests tosolve two linear programs in which the probabilities of the logical sen-tences are set to �infi in the �rst case and to �supi in the second one. Asshown below, this may lead to incorrect probability bounds.We now discuss how to get a complete analytical solution for intervalprobabilistic satis�ability. The primal probabilistic satis�ability problemcan be written:(Pm+1 int) 8>>><>>>: min =max Am+1:p1lt:p = 1�inf � A:p � �suppj � 0 8 j = 1; :::; jT jStrightforward extensions of Theorems 1 and 2 show that we need to ob-tain the description by extreme points and extreme rays of the polyhedrade�ned by the feasible solution sets of



Boole's conditions of possible experience and reasoning... 13(Dmax int) 8><>: max y0 + �sup:y + �inf :y01l:y0 + At:y + At:y0 � Atm+1y � 0; y0 � 0(Dmin int) 8><>: min y0 + �sup:y + �inf :y01l:y0 + At:y + At:y0 � Atm+1y � 0; y0 � 0Again standard algorithms for extreme points and extreme rays enu-meration can be applied. A comparison of complete analytical solutionsfor a small set of sentences in the single probability value and in the prob-ability interval cases is given in Table 2.1. Each constraint is generatedby an extreme ray of (Dmax int) (or (Dmin int)) and each expressionfor the lower (upper) bound is given by an extreme point of (Dmax int)((Dmin int)) with no extreme point or ray being omitted from this ta-ble (and from the following ones). Using probability intervals instead ofsingle values clearly leads to a large increase in the number of constraintsand linear expressions in the bounds. Before comparing the bounds ob-tained in both cases, we discuss Nilsson's [15] proposal, i.e., to substituteall �i by �inf and then by �sup.Although Nilsson does not clarify when to maximize or minimize,the following example shows that in all possible cases his suggestioneventually leads to incorrect probability bounds.Example 4.1: Consider the set of logical sentences of Table 2.1 to-gether with the probability intervals: �1 2 [0:3; 0:4], �2 2 [0:4; 0:4],�3 2 [0:2; 0:3], �4 2 [0:4; 0:4] and �5 2 [0:5; 0:5].Solving the linear program for maximization or minimization withthe exact probabilities all set at their upper bound or all at their lowerbound, leads in both cases to an optimal solution of value 0:9 (i.e.,�m+1 2 [0:9; 0:9]). However, solving the linear program with the proba-bility intervals gives �m+1 2 [0:9; 1:0].One might wonder if the lower (resp. upper) bound obtained bysubstitution, in the expressions obtained for the single value case, of



14 Hansen P., Jaumard B., Poggi de Arag~ao M.�i by �infi (resp. �supi ) when the coe�cient is positive and by �supi(resp. �infi ) when the coe�cient is negative, is the same as the boundobtained by enumeration of extreme points and rays of (Dmin int) (resp.(Dmax int)). Should this be true, analytical solution of the probabilityinterval case would reduce to that of the single probability value case.However, it turns out not to happen, as shown by the next example.Example 4.2: Consider the upper bound expressions from Table 2.1along with the following probability intervals: �1 2 [0:3; 0:4], �2 2[0:2; 0:2], �3 2 [0:3; 0:6], �4 2 [0:2; 0:2] and �5 2 [0:1; 0:1]. Substitu-tion in the expressions leads to upper bounds of 1 in the �rst case andof 0:7 in the second. Note that the last three expressions for the proba-bility intervals case cannot be obtained from the single probability valueexpressions by the procedure described above, and that it is the third tothe last and the last of these expressions that give the best upper bound.The reason for having these expressions is that in the single probabil-ity value case the dual polyhedron takes into account that �3 � �1 andthat �4 � �2, whereas in the probability intervals case the dual polyhe-dron has the constraints �inf3 � �sup1 and �inf4 � �sup2 instead, which areweaker.The expressions obtained for the bounds by the enumeration of theextreme points for (Dmax int) (or for (Dmin int)), i.e., for the prob-ability interval case, are not always irredundant. This can again beseen clearly in the example of Table 2.1: the lower bound for the inter-val case has four extreme points that are redundant (0, �inf3 , �inf4 and�inf5 ). The reason for this is that from the primal problem all that canbe said referring to the probability intervals assigned is that �infi � 1,�supi � 0 and �infi � �supi . So the cone de�ned by the boundedness of thevalue of the optimal dual solution is not contained in (and, in fact, con-tains) the cone de�ned by the implicit probability constraints, which are:0 � �infi � �supi � 1. As a consequence, there may be one (or several)extreme points of the dual polyhedron for which no feasible probabil-ity assignment exists such that the optimal solution of (Dmax int) (or(Dmin int)) can occur at this particular extreme point.



Boole's conditions of possible experience and reasoning... 15
Probability Rules Probability Conditions Lower Bound Upper Boundvalues Assigned of Possible on �? on �?Experience Maximum of: Minimum of:single value x1 �1 �3 � 0, �4 � 0, �5 � 0 �3 + �5 (1� �1) + �3x2 �2 �1 � �3 �4 + �5 (1� �2) + �4x1 ^ x3 �3 �2 � �4 �3 + �4 + �5x2 ^ x3 �4 �1 + �5 � 1x1 ^ x2 ^ x3 �5 �2 + �5 � 1x3 �? �3 + 1 � �1 + �4 + �5�4 + 1 � �2 + �3 + �5interval x1 [�inf1 ; �sup1 ] �infi � 1 i = 1;2; 3;4;5 0 1x2 [�inf2 ; �sup2 ] �supi � 0 i = 1;2; 3;4;5 �inf3 1� �inf1 + �sup3x1 ^ x3 [�inf3 ; �sup3 ] �infi � �supi i = 1;2; 3;4;5 �inf4 1� �inf2 + �sup4x2 ^ x3 [�inf4 ; �sup4 ] �inf3 � �sup1 �inf5 �sup3 + �sup4 + �sup5x1 ^ x2 ^ x3 [�inf5 ; �sup5 ] �inf4 � �sup2 �inf3 + �inf5 �sup1 + �sup4 + �sup5x3 �? �inf1 + �inf5 � 1 �inf4 + �inf5 �sup2 + �sup3 + �sup5�inf2 + �inf5 � 1 �sup1 + �sup2 + �sup5�inf3 + �inf5 � 1�inf4 + �inf5 � 1�inf1 + �inf4 � �sup3 + 1�inf1 + �inf4 + �inf5 � �sup3 + 1�inf2 + �inf3 � �sup4 + 1�inf2 + �inf3 + �inf5 � �sup4 + 1Table 1: Complete analytical solutions with single probabilities and withprobability intervals.



16 Hansen P., Jaumard B., Poggi de Arag~ao M.The remark above also stands for the constraints obtained for the ex-tremes of the probability intervals assigned to the logical sentences. Thismeans that the extreme rays de�ne constraints that can be eliminatedwhen the implicit constraints 0 � �infi and �supi � 1 are considered. Thisis the case for the last four constraints of the probability interval case inexample 4 of Table 2.3 given below.Nevertheless, the procedure used for vertices and rays enumerationcan be modi�ed to generate only the irredundant linear expressions andconstraints. At any vertex, the directions going towards all neighboringvertices or de�ning extreme rays are available from the current tableau.Testing whether a vertex is irredundant corresponds to verifying thatall these directions have a negative internal product with at least onesame vector in the cone of feasible directions (remark that this cone, asall cones considered in this paper, is pointed). This follows from thefact that all directions for which a vertex is an optimal solution have anegative internal product with all directions of edges departing from thissame vertex. Moreover in the case studied here, a necessary condition fora direction to have a positive internal product with another in the coneof feasible directions if it has at least one positive component. Further,all other constraints required for a direction to be feasible are already im-posed by the problem structure (as shown above), this condition su�ces.The veri�cation is, then, an easy task.The procedure to generate irredundant vertices and rays would thusconsist of starting at any vertex of the polyhedron and moving alongedges that have a positive component until reaching a vertex that hasno adjacent edges in such directions. Next, a standard depth �rst searchis done through all vertices with the additional condition of never en-tering an edge with a direction which has a symmetric with a positivecomponent, i.e., that has no negative component.5 Uncertainty in Classical Inference RulesResults of the previous sections are next applied to reasoning underuncertainty. To this e�ect we consider several sets of logical sentences



Boole's conditions of possible experience and reasoning... 17Example Rules Probability Conditions Lower Bound UpperAssigned of Possible on �? BoundExperience Maximum of: on �?Mini-mumof:1 a x1 �1 �1 + �2 � 1 �1 + �2 � 1 �2x1 ! x2 �2 �i � 1 i = 1;2x2 �?1 b x1 �1 �1 + �2 � 1 �1 + �2 + �3 � 2 �3x1 ! x2 �2 �2 + �3 � 1 0x2 ! x3 �3 �i � 1 i = 1;2;3x3 �?1 c x1 �1 �1 + �2 � 1 �1 + �2 + �3 + �4 � 3 �4x1 ! x2 �2 �2 + �3 � 1 0x2 ! x3 �3 �3 + �4 � 1x3 ! x4 �4 �i � 1 i = 1;2;3; 4x4 �?2 a x1 �1 �1 + �2 + �3 � 1 �1 + �3 � 1 �3x2 �2 �i � 1 i = 1;2;3 �2 + �3 � 1x1 _ x2 ! x3 �3 0x3 �?2 b x1 �1 �1 + �2 + �3 + �4 � 1 �1 + �4 � 1 �4x2 �2 �i � 1 i = 1;2;3; 4 �2 + �4 � 1x3 �3 �3 + �4 � 1x1 _ x2 _ x3 ! x4 �4 0x4 �?3 a x1 �1 �1 + �3 � 1 �1 + �2 + �3 � 2 �3x2 �2 �2 + �3 � 1 0x1 ^ x2 ! x3 �3 �i � 1 i = 1;2;3x3 �?3 b x1 �1 �1 + �4 � 1 �1 + �2 + �3 + �4 � 3 �4x2 �2 �2 + �4 � 1 0x3 �3 �3 + �4 � 1x1 ^ x2 ^ x3 ! x4 �4 �i � 1 i = 1;2;3; 4x4 �?4 x1 �1 �3 + 1 � �2 + �4 � 1 �1 + �3 � 1 �3x2 �2 �4 + 1 � �1 + �3 � 1 �2 + �4 � 1 �4x1 ! x3 �3 �i � 1 i = 1;2;3; 4x2 ! x3 �4x3 �?Table 2: Complete analytical solutions for classical logical systems withsingle probability values for the truth of sentences.



18 Hansen P., Jaumard B., Poggi de Arag~ao M.Example Rules Probability Conditions Lower Bound UpperAssigned of Possible on �? BoundExperience Maximum of: on �?Mini-mumof:1 a x1 [�inf1 ; �sup1 ] �sup1 + �sup2 � 1 �inf1 + �inf2 � 1 �sup2x1 ! x2 [�inf2 ; �sup2 ] �infi � 1 i = 1;2 0 1x2 �? �supi � 0 i = 1;2�infi � �supi i = 1;21 b x1 [�inf1 ; �sup1 ] �sup1 + �sup2 � 1 �inf1 + �inf2 + �inf3 � 2 �sup3x1 ! x2 [�inf2 ; �sup2 ] �sup2 + �sup3 � 1 0 1x2 ! x3 [�inf3 ; �sup3 ] �infi � 1 i = 1;2; 3x3 �? �supi � 0 i = 1;2;3�infi � �supi i = 1;2;32 a x1 [�inf1 ; �sup1 ] �sup1 + �sup2 + �sup3 � 1 �inf1 + �inf3 � 1 �sup3x2 [�inf2 ; �sup2 ] �infi � 1 i=1,2,3 �inf2 + �inf3 � 1 1x1 _ x2 ! x3 [�inf3 ; �sup3 ] �supi � 0 i = 1;2;3 0x3 �? �infi � �supi i = 1;2;33 a x1 [�inf1 ; �sup1 ] �sup1 + �sup3 � 1 �inf1 + �inf2 + �inf3 � 2 �sup3x2 [�inf2 ; �sup2 ] �sup2 + �sup3 � 1 0 1x1 ^ x2 ! x3 [�inf3 ; �sup3 ] �infi � 1 i = 1;2; 3x3 �? �supi � 0 i = 1;2;3�infi � �supi i = 1;2;34 x1 [�inf1 ; �sup1 ] �sup2 + �sup4 � 1 �inf1 + �inf3 � 1 �sup3x2 [�inf2 ; �sup2 ] �sup1 + �sup3 � 1 �inf2 + �inf4 � 1 �sup4x1 ! x3 [�inf3 ; �sup3 ] �sup3 + 1 � �inf2 + �inf4 0 1x2 ! x3 [�inf4 ; �sup4 ] �sup4 + 1 � �inf1 + �inf3x3 �? �infi � 1 i = 1;2; 3;4�supi � 0 i = 1;2;3; 4�infi � �supi i = 1;2;3; 4Table 3: Complete analytical solutions for classical logical systems withprobability intervals for the truth of sentences.



Boole's conditions of possible experience and reasoning... 19which correspond to events and classical inference rules. Instead of as-suming events to be certain or impossible and inference rules always tobe correct, probabilities or probability intervals (expressing beliefs) thatthey occur or are valid, are assigned to them.For instance, in classical logic, the modus ponens inference rule saysthat if event A is veri�ed and the rule A! B is valid, then we certainlyknow that event B will be veri�ed. Our concern is to determine theprobability of truth for the occurrence of event B when all which isknown about event A and rule A! B is a probability (that A is veri�edand A ! B is valid). Probability intervals and consistency conditionsare presented in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 for several inference systems.Results in these tables can be viewed as automatically generatedtheorems. For instance, example 3a can be written:If events x1 and x2 have probability �1 and �2 and the inferencerule \x1 or x2 implies x3" has a probability �3 then �1 + �3 � 1 and�2 + �3 � 1 must hold and the probability for x3 to occur is betweenmaxf�1+�2+�3�2; 0g and �3. Moreover, these bounds are best possible.It is interesting to compare system 2a and system 4. The reason isthat most expert systems (e.g., the Mycin system, see Buchanan andShortli�e [6]) do not deal with the case where a disjunction of proposi-tional variables is found in the implicant of a rule. Instead, they dividethe disjunction to obtain several single implications. By comparing, 2awith 4 setting �3 = �4 in 4 and, of course equal to �3 in 2a, we obtain thesame lower and upper bounds for the truth value of x3. The di�erencelies only in the consistency conditions, which are stronger for the system4.References[1] BOOLE G., \An Investigation of the Laws of Thought, on whichare Founded the Mathematical Theories of Logic and Probabilities",London: Walton and Maberley, 1854 (re�edition New York: Dover1958).
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